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Home / Straight Stair Lifts






Which stair lift is best for you?


Explore our industry-leading line-up


Whether you need a little mobility help, or have more advanced needs, we have a straight stairlift to fit your home and your lifestyle.
Our combined portfolio of Savaria and Handicare models means you have more choice without sacrificing quality. And we engineer and manufacture our stair lifts to the highest standards for safety and reliability.
From simple solutions to innovative new technologies, our straight stairlifts offer a variety of styles, power upgrades, seat options and even outdoor-use models. And thanks to our extensive network of authorized Home Access experts, you can have your new stairlift up and running in no time. The installation process often only takes a few hours, giving you robust, reliable mobility with minimal fuss.


   GET IN TOUCH  




[image: STRAIGHT STAIRLIFT Broad Selection]Broad selection
Choose the best stairlift model for your lifestyle and home




[image: STRAIGHT STAIRLIFT Power Options]Power options
For increased ease-of-use and advanced mobility assistance






[image: STRAIGHT STAIRLIFT Global Leader]Global leader
Stairlifts made to the same standards as our commercial lifts




[image: STRAIGHT STAIRLIFT Local Expertise]Local expertise
Installed by qualified stairlift experts from your own hometown










Get a chair lift for your stairs that packs a powerful mobility punch with these upgrade options





Slide track
Ideal for homes with doorways at the bottom of the stairs that may be blocked by the stair lift track. Slide track automatically retracts when the stairlift moves up and extends when the stairlift moves down, reducing potential trip hazards.
[image: Straight Products Upgrade SLIDE Track]


Power swivel
Perfect for those with balance challenges or hip problems, our power swivel automatically rotates the seat of your stair lift 80 degrees away from the stairs for an easier, safer, more comfortable time getting on and off the stairlift.
[image: Straight Stairlift Upgrade Options Swivel]


Power folding footrest
Using your stairlift shouldn’t be a pain in the back! Protect joints and reduce the risk of strain and pain from repetitive movements. Our optional automatic footrest allows you to fold and unfold the footrest without having to bend down.
[image: Straight Products Upgrade FOOTREST Auto]
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Find the right stair lift for you. Talk to your local Savaria Home Access expert for a free assessment.



   GET IN TOUCH  




Explore our straight stairlift portfolio


We offer the broadest portfolio of straight stairlifts on the market, so we’re sure to have a model that fits your home and your lifestyle. All come standard with safety features like seatbelts, anti-slip footrests, obstruction sensors that stop the chair lift if it encounters an obstacle on the stairs, swivel seats to help you get on and off the lift safely and battery powered to ensure you can use your stair lift during a power outage.
Your local Savaria Home Access expert can provide a free, no-obligation assessment and help you pick the best stairlift to enjoy for years to come.
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Handicare 1100 Straight Stairlift


Best stairlift for: Flexible mobility, for today and tomorrow


Capacity: up to 310 lb


Power options: Power footrest, power swivel, slide track


Outdoor package: No


Welcome to next-generation technology. Our patented multi-drive system eliminates the traditional geared tooth rack for a sleeker, cleaner look. You get a quieter, smoother, more robust stairlift that’s easier to maintain and can operate at peak long term with no reduction in performance.


Get product details >


Slim profile and sleek look
The Handicare 1100 straight stairlift has a contemporary design to match its high-tech drive. The ultra-slim rail blends in with your stairs, while the chic Style seat can match almost any décor.
When not in use, the 1100 stair lift folds away to a tidy 12.6″ profile to keep the stairs clear. And when it is in use, four brush heads constantly sweep dust and pet hair away from the rail—keeping it clean so you don’t have to.
Have a doorway at the top of your stairs? Our Zero Intrusion option eliminates the rail overrun, so your 1100 straight chair lift can be installed without making any modifications to your home.
	[image: Safety comes standard]	Safety comes standard
Your Handicare 1100 stair lift is designed with your safety and comfort in mind:
	Battery powered, works for several trips during a power outage
	Easy-to-use retractable seat belt
	Sensors immediately stop the lift if anything is detected in its path
	Key switch to prevent unauthorized use
	Manual emergency stop
	Non-slip textured footrest



Powerful upgrade options
The 1100 is compatible with our in-demand power upgrade options for advanced mobility assistance, including:
	[image: Power folding footrest]	Power folding footrest
Lets you raise and lower the footrest without bending down.

	[image: Power swivel]	Power swivel
Automatically turns the seat 80-degrees away from the stairs for safer transfer on and off with reduced hip and knee pain.

	[image: Slide track]	Slide track
Automatically slides the track clear of any obstacles while the stairlift moves up or down. No hinge to unfold. No bending down. No obstructions.


Talk to your Savaria Home Access expert about the suitability of power options and seat selections for your mobility needs.
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Savaria K2 Straight Stairlift


Best stairlift for: Narrow staircases


Capacity: 350 lb


Power options: None


Outdoor package: Yes


Perfect for narrow staircases, the K2 offers one of the slimmest fold-up dimensions on the market at only 10.75″. The smooth riding rack-and-pinion drive and stylish seat with arms that are adjustable up to 20″ wide mean you always ride in complete comfort.


Get product details >


When you need a stairlift today
The K2 is quick and easy to install. Your local Savaria Home Access expert can often get your stairlift up and running—and you enjoying your whole home again—in just a few hours. And with its flexible configuration, it can be installed on either side of the stairs. It’s a low-fuss, low-hassle solution.
And it’s durable, reliable and requires little maintenance over its lifetime, so you know it will always be ready to go when you are. All this backed by a 3-year manufacturer’s warranty for added peace of mind.
	[image: We never sacrifice safety]	We never sacrifice safety
Your K2 stair lift may seem simple, but it doesn’t scrimp on safety. Ever.
	Built-in charging on the top and bottom of the rail so the chair can be used when the power goes out
	Swivel and lock seat at top landing for safer transfer on and off
	Retractable seat belt
	Overspeed governor
	Anti-slip footrest
	Obstacle sensor system on the carriage and footrest to stop the chair if it meets an obstacle
	LED status light on unit to advise of any issues


	[image: Enjoy the great outdoors again]	Enjoy the great outdoors again
Don’t let stairs keep you inside. The Savaria K2 Outdoor package includes:
	Stainless steel rack and support legs
	Zinc hardware for rust resistance
	UV-rated, water repellent closed-cell foam seat with cover
	Sturdy clip seatbelt
	RF remote controls
	Upgraded continuous-charge system for reliable operation in variable temperatures

 
Outdoor stairlifts are suitable for moderate climates only, and may require additional maintenance. Always protect your outdoor stairlift with its cover when not in use.
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Savaria K2 Plus Straight Stairlift


Best stairlift for: High-capacity accessibility


Capacity: 400 lb


Power options: None


Outdoor package: No


Strong and steady, the K2 Plus stairlift effortlessly carries individuals up to 400 lb for home use with our Plus seat. It’s so durable and reliable, it’s often installed in public buildings, so you know it will give you years of service in your home.


Get product details >


	[image: Your comfort is a priority]	Your comfort is a priority
With the K2 Plus, you can choose from two comfortable, durable and easy-to-clean seats. The Plus seat features width-adjustable arms up to 24.25″ wide for a roomier fit and higher weight capacity, while the L seat arms adjust up to 20″ wide (L seat capacity max 350 lb).
The ergonomic toggle controls in the armrest make operating your K2 Plus a breeze, while continuous charging along the rail means your chair lift is always fully charged and ready to go.

	[image: Safety is the name of the game]	Safety is the name of the game
The K2 Plus stair lift comes with all the safety features you’d expect on such a robust machine:
	Swivel and lock seat for safer transfer on and off
	Plus seat option features stronger design to handle transfers from a wheelchair
	Retractable seat belt
	Anti-slip footrest
	Obstacle sensor system on the carriage and footrest to stop the unit if it meets an obstacle
	LED status light on unit to advise of any issues
	Continuous charging along the rail so keeping the unit fully charged and ready to go is almost foolproof
	Overspeed brake on all units and emergency stop button on chair for commercial applications



*Commercial applications are subject to local code requirements. The K2 Plus is limited to a 350 lb capacity for commercial use.
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Handicare 1000 Straight Stairlift


Best stairlift for: Advanced mobility assistance


Capacity: 350 - 440 lb


Power options: Power footrest, power swivel


Outdoor package: Yes


Our feature-filled straight stairlift features a slim, aluminum track with a hidden gear rack for a streamlined look. Choose from a wide variety of seat options and colors, including our innovative Perch seat that’s perfect for those with knee and hip pain.


Get product details >


	[image: Safety comes standard]	Safety comes standard
Your Handicare 1000 stair lift is designed with your safety and comfort in mind:
	Battery powered, works for several trips during a power outage
	Easy-to-use retractable seat belt—optional body harness upgrade
	Obstruction sensors immediately stop the lift if anything is detected in its path
	Non-slip textured footrest


	[image: Live your life outdoors]	Live your life outdoors
The 1000 Outdoor straight stairlift model comes complete with a water-resistant cover and key switch to prevent unauthorised use, and offers enhanced protection against the elements.
	Slimline aluminium track with hidden gear rack
	Remote parking and calling with two parking/charging points
	Slate-colored upholstery and waterproof footrest mat for improved safety
	Non-slip textured footrest
	Painted plastic parts for greater UV protection
	Plated fasteners for corrosion resistance

Outdoor stairlifts are suitable for moderate climates only, and may require additional maintenance. Always protect your outdoor stairlift with its cover when not in use.


Powerful upgrade options
Need a little extra mobility assistance? Choose our power upgrade options for your 1000 model straight stair lift:
	[image: Power folding footrest]	Power folding footrest
Lets you raise and lower the footrest without bending down.

	[image: Power swivel]	Power swivel
Automatically turns the seat 80-degrees away from the stairs for safer transfer on and off with reduced hip and knee pain.


Talk to your Savaria Home Access expert about the suitability of power options and seat selections for your mobility needs.
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Contact Us


Book your free assessment with your local Savaria Home Access expert!
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We’re all about better mobility for life. As a global leader in accessibility, we make products to help people maintain their personal mobility and independence. Your local Savaria Home Access expert would be delighted to conduct a free assessment to help you select the best products for your needs.


© Copyright 2024 Savaria. All rights reserved.
Privacy Policy | Cookie Policy
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GET IN TOUCH


Toll Free:
1.888.333.5023
homeaccess@savaria.com
Outside North America:
1.905.799.5519
10888 Metro Court
St. Louis MO 63043 USA
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